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Abstract: The construction of Tibetan corpus is the field of Tibetan information processing of basic work. This paper
uses the technology of web crawler and pretreatment and real-time acquisition of web sites to obtain a large number
of Tibetan corpus in short time. The hot words reflected the hotspot of Tibetan people's attention in a certain period of
time. The paper draws lessons from the TFIDF for Tibetan text information extraction and the words of different
locations are given different weights to extract the hot words. It is really effective to realize the construction of the
raw Tibetan corpus and the extraction of the hot-words by self-made software.

1 Introduction
With China's reform and opening up, Tibetan regions has
witnessed a rapid development. China has strongly
advocated the construction of information technology so
that the Internet penetration rate in Tibetan areas is
increasing year by year, the number of Tibetan Internet
users is also growing exponentially, as information sites
using Tibetan as the main language become more and
more, Tibetan information generated daily on the Internet
are beyond count. As a vocabulary phenomenon of the
Internet age, hot words reflect hot topics and livelihood
issues of a country and people of the region in a
period .Hot words have the characteristics of the times,
and this reflects immediately. How to extract the Tibetan
information effectively and hot words is very hot topic of
worthy study.
At present, both Chinese and English information
researches techniques have achieved good results, but the
researches on Chinese minority languages are in the
primary state. For the past few years, Tibetan and other
minority language website have witnessed a rapid
increase, which provides the study of minority language
with sufficient materials. The Tibetan corpus is important
data resource of Tibetan information processing [1], we
can summarize, analyze, generalize, extracted relevant
knowledge and information from large-scale Tibetan
corpus. Rapid identification and directional tracking for
hot words [2], we can quickly understand the people
feelings, know the social dynamics and development
trends, faster and more comprehensive grasp the trend of
public opinion, thereby performing the correct guidance
of public opinion and propaganda.

2 Background
In the corpus construction [3] and hot words extraction,
the traditional way of corpus construction is through a
large number of experts and other human resources to
collect, organize and process the data, and finally form
the corpus. The original construction method of the
corpus is generally not large, manual work is too much,
the cost is too high, the cycle of construction is too long,
so that it cannot be timely updated corpus. [4].As Web2.0
technology becomes more and more mature, everyone is
content creator, and a large scale of language samples on
the Internet can be used as the input of the basis corpus.
Construction of large-scale corpus based on web can
effectively build large-scale raw corpus in the short term,
as the foundation of natural language processing research.
Usually use the web crawler [5] to crawl on the Internet
to grab data. Web pages are very blended got through the
crawler, extracting effective information from the web
page, mainly based on visual features [6], DOM tree [7],
text features [8] and other methods of text extraction. As
the acquired raw corpus, we use structured XML to
preserve. In the specific operation, the majority of
researchers use DOM4J and JSOUP to preprocess the
web page.
Usually, the extraction of hot words is based on
statistical strategy. This strategy is flexible and portable,
but it still needs to train a large-scale corpus, and it will
generate a lot of useless string affecting accuracy. The
whole process needs to split words, filter stop words,
count frequency of words and do other processing steps.
Researchers assessing hot words are mostly based on the
frequency of the hot words and historical frequency
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fluctuation. Some scholars put forward different weights
according to the position of word, which is one of the
schemes for extracting hot words.
This paper will introduce how to use web crawler to
excavate Tibetan related sites, structured process the
acquired resources, and store as raw Tibetan corpus. And
then carry on Tibetan text pretreatment on the structure of
the raw corpus, and go on research of hot words
extraction, hot topic tracking based on the corpus of
features including the time, the source and the author and
others
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has its merits and demerits[10]. With the deeper research
of Tibetan information processing, after decades of
research, Tibetan text automatic words segmentation
technology also made good achievements, some scholars
have realized an automatic Tibetan segmentation scheme
based on case-auxiliary words and continuous features
[11].
About the Tibetan removing stop words [12], in order
to enhance the effectiveness of the extraction of the hot
words, for modal particle, adverbs, prepositions,
conjunctions, itself has no clear meaning, only to put it in
a complete sentence have a certain effect, such as the
common "of" and "in". We screened the high frequency of
the Tibetan vocabulary then these Tibetan words were
sorted into stop word list.

The proposed method

3.1 Information Gathering
Information collection is the first part of the whole project.
Hot words extraction needs enough material, while the
way of manual acquisition cannot meet the needs of
research obviously. Therefore, it needs to get a lot of
Tibetan corpus by web crawler. Here we use the
Crawler4j open source crawler to obtain the data. Crawler
adopts the Breadth-First strategy, and the idea is that the
initial URL is highly relevant with the theme of web page
in a certain range, and is highly fresh.

3.4 Hot words Extraction
After word segmentation and removing stop words, count
multi-frequency data, which means that it not only needs
to count frequency of a word using in different locations
in an article, but also needs to count the total frequency of
collected corpus appearing in a certain time period?
Hot words extraction algorithm draws feature
extraction of TFIDF [13], and then give word strings
different weights according to different locations in the
article,and give double weight to the word strings that
appears in the title .
Obtained data adopts UTF-8 Unicode. After
segmenting the data of one day and removing stop words,
it forms a large table named P, in which each word C
points to corresponding weight value: weight(c).
The statistical algorithm of string frequency and
weight about strings of the length N is as follows:
Input: L preprocessed articles.
Output: P table
1.
Extract strings in L articles. Filter stop words,
generate table P containing N strings, at this moment, the
weight is initialized to 0.
2.
Generate title table ,which total frequency is
T1 ,and content table, which total frequency is T2(total
frequency contains repetitive word count),in which each
word C is corresponding with frequency value, such as
title _tf (C), content _tf (C)
3.
Generate article table recording the number of
articles that the word C appeared, in which each word
corresponds with a value of DF (Document Frequency)
such as article_ df (C).
4.
for i=1 to N
5.
if title()!=null then
6.
output title_ tf ( )
7.
else
8.
output 0
9.
end
10.
if content()!=null then
11.
output content_ tf ( )
12.
else
13.
output 0
14.
end
15.
output article_ df ( )
16.
weight()

3.2 Preprocessing
The set of acquired original web pages may contain a
large amount of information that is not related to the
content of the text, such as the HTML markup language
of web pages. These interference information is called
noise. Removing web noise is very important for the
work of the system. After denoising, the system can
improve the reliability of the results, and simplify the
structure’s complexity of web tab and reduce the page
size significantly, thereby reduce the spending on the time
and space in the subsequent processing. In recent years,
the technology of web page pretreatment becomes more
mature. The web pretreatment technology mainly
includes: the page deduplication and denoising
About deduplication technology of the web page,
Border proposed shingling algorithm and Charikar
proposed random mapping method based on the word
[9].These are the two current mainstream algorithms:the
complexity of the method shingle time is lower, while the
accuracy of the algorithm based on random mapping is
higher. About page denoising technology, there are three
methods, one is based on the structure of the page, other
one is based on template and the last one based on visual
information.
To improve the pretreatment’s efficiency and
resource’s utilization rate, it requires special analysis of
each website page structure and then set a specific
extraction rules program due to different Tibetan website
page structure varies.
3.3 Word segmentation and Remove stop word
Mainly based on dictionary, semantic and statistic,
Chinese lexical analysis has matured and every technique
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17.
end
18.
output P table
The final weight calculation formula is as follows:
weight () =log ()*log ()(1)
In fact, it adopts natural logarithmic function. After
calculate the heat weight of above the hot words, sort
hot words on the foundation of the weights in table and
then extract hot word according to the set number.
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Experiment

We set the range of hot words for a day or a week, data
originates from mainstream websites of Tibetan
information. As it is rare to find Tibetan forum
information websites, there isn’t information acquisition
involving this aspect.
We collect all valid text page from the six sites in
recent years. Here sets crawling range in several popular
Tibetan websites. For example: China Tibet Net
(http://www.tibet.cn/),
Tibet
Xinhua
channel
(http://tibet.news.cn/), people's net Tibet channel
(http://tibet.people.com.cn/) and Chinese Tibetans
Netcom network (http://ti.tibet3.com)and so on. Then
preprocess and organize into 38,768 XML file raw corpus,
and then extract hot words from the XML files, after
pretreatment, save an article as shown in figure 1:

Figure 2: Distribution Map Of Tibetan News Text

The main program is shown in figure 3:

Figure 3: The Main Interfaceof Program

The results of the processing are shown in figure 4.
Experiments show that: applying the web crawler can
effectively obtain all the corpus of news from Tibetan
website, capture in real time, and analysis. Algorithm
mentioned in this paper is effective to obtain the Tibetan
hot words. As obtaining Tibetan websites almostbelong to
the official website, the hot words distribute in multiple
fields of politics, economy, culture, health care and other,
and it reflects the main direction of publicity of Tibetan
official website.

Figure 1.Format of Corpus Text Saving After Preprocess

Then we selected the Tibetan information website
news published on December 4, 2015 toextract hot words,
totally grab 96 valid text files in this day. Thedistribution
of the 96 pages is shown in figure 2:
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Figure. 4: Results of Hot Words Extraction
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Conclusion

In this paper, software constantly obtains relevant Tibetan
corpus by crawl on the multiple mainstream Tibetan
websites. It grasps the main news material stored as
structured Tibetan corpus through the relevant web
information acquisition technology. After processing
corpus segmentation and elimination of stop words, the
final weight can be calculated by means of giving
different weight to different words according to their
places, as well as the word DF value, and hot words
ranking can be drawn by ordering. The hot words are
extracted by this method, which is simple and fast.
Because of the lack of unified evaluation criteria for the
extraction of network hot words, the accuracy of hot word
recognition cannot be evaluated. The experimental results
show that the method has higher accuracy. This paper
provides a corpus of Tibetan information processing
technology in this way. The classification of the hot
words does not contain the parts of speech and
recognition of some Tibetan names, Tibetan place names.
There is no consideration of the historical frequency
fluctuation of words, so the follow-up study needs to take
it into consideration.
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